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Polarization tuning of the interference of chirality-induced tensor components is used to simulate the
suppression of diagonal peaks and amplification of cross peaks in femtosecond two-dimensional
photon echo signals of excitons in a chiral porphyrin dimer. Superpositions of various tensor
components which generate the optimized signals are constructed using a genetic learning
algorithm. Exciton couplings and bath correlations may be extracted from these highly resolved
signals. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2397686�

Two-dimensional coherent photon echoes �2D PE� in the
visible offer new possibilities for the study of excitons.1,2

Inhomogeneous and homogeneous fluctuations, exciton re-
laxation pathways, and energy correlation functions can be
directly probed. These effects were demonstrated in recent
experiments on photosynthetic complexes.3–6 The corre-
sponding infrared techniques have been applied to study pro-
tein folding.7–9

Controlling the polarizations of incoming laser pulses
may be utilized to fine-tune 2D PE signals. Selection rules
for the various polarization tensors have been established
long ago10 but were only recently investigated within the
dipole approximation in 2D PE experiments.11,12 It was dem-
onstrated that specific configurations of pulse polarizations
could eliminate diagonal peaks in 2D PE, thereby amplifying
the desired cross peaks13 and discriminating between
polypeptide secondary structures.14

We have recently predicted a new family of chirality-
induced �CI� 2D PE signals based on polarization configura-
tions calculated to first order in the optical wave vectors.15

The third-order CI signals constitute a nonlinear extension of
the most common linear chirality-sensitive spectroscopic
tool, circular dichroism �CD�,16 which is extensively used,
for instance, in protein structure determination17 and in the
characterization of light harvesting systems.18 Like CD, the
nonlinear optical CI signals vanish in nonchiral systems and
in racemic mixtures.

Polarization control affects the constructive/destructive
interference of various tensor components of response func-
tions. Recent progress in pulse shaping technology allows
the design of laser pulses for specific targets19 and the active
control of quantum-mechanical systems.20 Phase, amplitude,
and polarization-shaped pulses can manipulate the
polarization-sensitive density matrix Liouville space path-
ways of the quantum evolution.21,22 Applying polarization
shaping to CI third-order signals opens up new opportunities
for the control of multidimensional signals of excitons by
controlling 2D peak amplitudes and amplifying desired
features.23 These tensor components can be directly observed
by heterodyne detection.24

In this paper we demonstrate the power of these tech-
niques by using a simplified algorithm where superpositions
of the various tensor components are optimized. We employ
a genetic algorithm to amplify selected peaks in optical CI
signals from a chiral porphyrin dimer, whose CD spectra
have been used as sensors of chiral systems.32

The Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian and the crystal struc-
ture parameters �interchromophore distance and the coordi-
nates of the electric transition dipoles� of the “complex 5”
dimer of Zn porphyrin were taken from Won et al.25 Matrix
elements of the one-exciton Hamiltonian are given in Table I
A. The transition electric dipoles of the monomers which
pass through the nitrogens �Fig. 1�a�� are given in Table I B,
while the transition dipole positions are given in Table I C.

The relevant eigenstates form three manifolds �Fig.
1�b��: the ground state �g�, four single-exciton states �e ,e��,
and six two-exciton states �f�. Only the g to e and the e to f
transitions are allowed. The one- and the two-exciton eigen-
states with frequencies �i and �i�, respectively, were ob-
tained by diagonalizing the corresponding blocks of the

TABLE I. �A� One-exciton Hamiltonian matrix elements �in cm−1� for a
chiral porphyrin dimer. �B� Electric transition dipole vectors �Debye�. �C�
Coordinates of the electric transition dipoles �Å�.

B1x B2x B1y B2y

A B1x 24 631 495 0 490
B2x 495 24 631 306 0
B1y 0 306 24 631 487
B2y 490 0 487 24 631

B �x �y �z

B1x 7.57 4.34 −6.2
B2x −8.26 2.82 −6.2
B1y 7.57 −4.34 6.2
B2y −1.73 8.55 6.2

C rx ry rz

B1x 0 0 0
B2x 0 0 10.5
B1y 0 0 0
B2y 0 0 10.5
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Hamiltonian. The absorption, CD, and third-order signals are
calculated using the method described in Ref. 23.

The Soret band of the dimer consists of two pairs of
degenerate perpendicular transition dipoles: B1x, B1y and B2x,
B2y, where the indices 1 and 2 label the monomers and x and
y are the polarization directions. The linear absorption �Fig.
1�c�� simulated with a homogeneous dephasing rate �
=500 cm−1 �dashed red� provides a good fit to experiment
�dash-dotted black�. For peak assignments we further show a
stick ��=10 cm−1� spectrum �solid black�. The correspond-
ing simulated circular dichroism spectra are shown in Fig.
1�d�. The four single-exciton transitions, are not resolved in
these spectra due to the large broadening.

The third-order 2D PE signal of the Soret band gener-
ated at ks=−k1+k2+k3, where k1, k2, k3, and kS

are the wave vectors of the first, second, third, and the
signal pulses, respectively, is a linear superposition of vari-
ous tensor components of the response function
R�4�3�2�1

kI=−k1+k2+k3��3 , t2= +0,�1�.23 Here � j are the pulse polar-
izations. For simplicity we set the waiting time t2=0 in the
present calculations. Exciton population transport which
takes place during t2 will be an interesting subject of a future
study. The response functions were simulated using the non-
linear exciton equation approach.26 The nonchiral �NC� ten-
sor components �dipole approximation� are displayed in the
first column in Fig. 2. These include �4�3�2�1�xxyy, xyxy,
and xyyx �Ref. 27� �xxxx is given by the sum of the three:
xxxx=xxyy+xyxy +xyyx�. To identify the possible reso-
nances, xxxx in the top left panel was calculated with �
=10 cm−1. These resonances assigned in Table II represent
one-exciton transitions �−�a ,�a� �diagonal peaks�, correla-
tions between states �−�a ,�b� with a�b, and transitions
between one- and two-exciton states �−�a ,�b�−�a� �cross

peaks�. The spectra show three diagonal and six off-diagonal
peaks labeled P1– P9.

The diagonal peaks P1 and P5 and the cross peaks P2

and P4 are the most prominent features, in these NC compo-
nents. The nine linearly independent CI tensor components
calculated to first order in the wave vector27 are shown
in Fig. 2 �second and third columns�. These are labeled T1

=Rxyzx�z ,x , x̄ , z̄�, T2=Rxyxz�z ,x ,z ,x�, T3=Rxyxx�z ,z ,z ,z�, T4

=Rxyxx�z ,z ,y ,y�, T5=Rxxyz�z ,z ,x ,x�, T6=Rxxyx�z ,z ,z ,z�, T7

=Rxxyx�z ,y ,z ,y�, T8=Rxxxy�z ,z ,z ,z�, and T9=Rxxxy�z ,y , ȳ , z̄�.
Here R�4�3�2�1

��4 ,�3 ,�2 ,�1��R�4�3�2�1

kI=−k1+k2+k3��3 , t2= +0,�1�
denotes the CI tensor component with polarization directions
� j and wave vector directions � j, j=1,2 ,3 ,s. For the present
calculations T2=T5, T3=T6, and T4=T7 since the second de-
lay period t2=0. The CI components reveal new peak pat-
terns not observed in the NC tensor components. Some CI
components amplify weak peaks in the NC spectra: P6 in T2,
T5, and T8, P3 in T8, and P9 in T9. The excitonic quadrupoles
make a very small contribution to the NC components but
are the leading terms for the CI components. Magnetic con-
tributions were neglected. Measuring all tensor components
should allow, therefore, to distinguish between these various
interactions.

The control targets considered below are aimed at ma-
nipulating these peaks. To that end we have constructed the

FIG. 1. �Color� �a� Structure of a chiral porphyrin dimer. M =M�=Zn.
�Adapted from Won et al. �Ref. 25�.� The interchromophore distance is
10.5 Å, the dihedral angle is 132°. �b� The exciton level scheme: the ground
state, four single-exciton states at ��1=−767 cm−1, ��2=30 cm−1, ��3

=231 cm−1, and ��4=1029 cm−1 �where ��i=�i−�0�, and six two-
exciton states at ��1�=−1002 cm−1, ��2�=78 cm−1, ��3�=262 cm−1, ��4�
=262 cm−1, ��5�=446 cm−1, ��6�=1526 cm−1 �where ��i�=�i�−2�0� with
�0=24500 cm−1. �c� Linear absorption of the porphyrin dimer: experimental
�dash-dotted black� �Ref. 25�, simulated with �=500 cm−1 �dashed red�, and
�=10 cm−1 �solid black�. �d� Simulated circular dichroism with
�=500 cm−1 �dashed red� and �=10 cm−1 �solid black�.

FIG. 2. �Color� Absolute magnitude of 2D signals of the porphyrin dimer:
four nonchiral tensor components xxxx, xxyy=xyxy, xyyx, nine chiral com-
ponents T1–T9, and optimized linear combinations P3, P6, P7, and P8, high-
lighted with red, green, black, and blue circles, respectively. Optimized
peaks are marked by arrows. The top left panel shows the xxxx signal cal-
culated with �=10 cm−1 where all peaks are resolved.
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following superposition of linearly independent response
function tensor components:

W��1,�3� = �
j=1

9

cjTj , �1�

where cj are complex coefficients. To define the optimization
targets we first introduce the integrated intensity of the jth
peak,

Ij � �
−�

�

d�1�
−�

�

d�3�W��1 + �1
j ,�3 + �3

j �� , �2�

where �=212.5 cm−1. We have varied ci=ci�+ ici� in order to
optimize the ratios of the amplitudes of selected peaks. The
weakest peaks in the xxxx spectrum, P3, P6, P7, and P8, were
targeted for amplification by maximizing the following ratios
of intensities—P3: I3 / �I2+ I5+ I6�, P6: I6 / �I3+ I5+ I9�, P7:
I7 / �I4+ I5+ I8�, and P8: I8 / �I5+ I7+ I9�. In each target we di-
vide the integrated intensity of the desired target peak by the
sum of overlapping neighboring peaks.

The full optimization results obtained by using the nine
CI tensor components in Eq. �1� are shown in Fig. 2 �third
column, panels P3, P6, P7, and P8�. The corresponding real
and imaginary parts of the 2D signals are shown in support-
ing Figs. S1, A, and B, respectively.28 As an initial guess we
used ci0� =ci0� =1/	18. The optimization was carried out using
a genetic algorithm �GA� as described in Refs. 29–31. We
varied ci�� �−ci0� ,ci0� � and ci�� �−ci0� ,ci0� � with the normaliza-
tion �i=1

9 �ci�2=1 until convergence, when the change of the
average cost of the population of GA was less than 0.1%.
Convergence was achieved within 1000–2000 generations.
The optimization targets for P3, P6, P7, and P8 were ampli-
fied by a factor of 8.0, 6.3, 4.4, and 2.0, respectively, com-
pared to the xxxx spectrum. The optimal coefficients ci are
given in Table III.

The optimization of CI tensor components provides a
significant improvement in the resolution of congested spec-
tra by the amplification of weak peaks. �P3� shows the am-
plification and resolution of the cross peak P3 due to elimi-
nation of the P2 and P6 cross peaks and the diagonal peak

TABLE II. 2D photon echo resonances for the porphyrin dimer identified for xxxx ��=10 cm−1� in Fig. 2.

�3

resonances �1=−�1 �1=−�2 �1=−�3 �1=−�4

1 �−�1 ,�1� �−�2 ,�1� �−�3 ,�1� �−�4 ,�1�
�−�1 ,�3�−�4� �−�2 ,�3�−�4� �−�3 ,�3�−�4� �−�4 ,�3�−�4�
�−�1 ,�4�−�4� �−�2 ,�4�−�4� �−�3 ,�4�−�4� �−�4 ,�4�−�4�

2 �−�1 ,�1�−�1� �−�2 ,�1�−�1� �−�3 ,�1�−�1� �−�4 ,�1�−�1�

3 �−�1 ,�2�−�3� �−�2 ,�2�−�3� �−�3 ,�2�−�3� �−�4 ,�2�−�3�

4 �−�1 ,�3�−�3� �−�2 ,�3�−�3� �−�3 ,�3�−�3� �−�4 ,�3�−�3�
�−�1 ,�4�−�3� �−�2 ,�4�−�3� �−�3 ,�4�−�3� �−�4 ,�4�−�3�
�−�1 ,�2� �−�2 ,�2� �−�3 ,�2� �−�4 ,�2�

5 �−�1 ,�5�−�2� �−�2 ,�5�−�2� �−�3 ,�5�−�2� �−�4 ,�5�−�2�

6 �−�1 ,�2�−�1� �−�2 ,�2�−�1� �−�3 ,�2�−�1� �−�4 ,�2�−�1�

7 �−�1 ,�5�−�1� �−�2 ,�5�−�1� �−�3 ,�5�−�1� �−�4 ,�5�−�1�
�−�1 ,�6�−�4� �−�2 ,�6�−�4� �−�3 ,�6�−�4� �−�4 ,�6�−�4�

TABLE III. Optimized coefficients ci=ci�+ ici� which enhance the peaks P3, P6, P7, and P8.

P3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ci� 0.1112 −0.0501 −0.435 0.1453 −0.1437 −0.3913 0.3895 0.0401 0.1507
Ci� 0.3976 −0.0783 0.1165 −0.2507 −0.3446 −0.2216 0.3533 0.1361 −0.2459

P6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ci� 0.1661 0.1028 −0.2126 0.0765 −0.2906 0.0740 0.1936 0.0583 0.1821
Ci� −0.0625 0.0701 −0.3690 −0.1088 −0.1622 0.4764 −0.1856 −0.4788 0.2702

P7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ci� 0.2497 0.0673 −0.1696 0.3185 0.2154 −0.0404 −0.1638 0.1134 0.3676
Ci� 0.3854 0.3179 −0.1955 −0.3611 −0.0660 0.3349 −0.0423 −0.0112 0.2083

P8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ci� 0.3188 0.0657 0.1038 0.1082 0.0643 0.0004 0.3095 −0.1645 −0.1946
Ci� −0.0237 0.3958 −0.3885 0.1839 −0.2360 0.3938 −0.3710 −0.0090 0.1276
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P5. P6 was enhanced by eliminating the diagonal peak P5

and the cross peak P3 and by suppressing the diagonal peak
P9. Similarly, the cross peaks P7 and P8 were amplified. The
cross peak P8 and the diagonal peak P5 were eliminated, and
the cross peak P4 was suppressed. The cross peak P7 and the
diagonal peak P9 were suppressed, and the diagonal peak P5

was eliminated �P8�.
We have also optimized the superposition of the three

nonchiral tensor components: xxyy, xyyx, and xyxy, and
found that they cannot resolve these peaks. Optimization �not
shown� results in a small amplification of P3, P6, P7, and P8

by a factor of 1.3, 2.1, 1.3, and 1.8, respectively. P6 is am-
plified as a result of the partial suppression of the diagonal
peaks P5 and P9.

In summary, we have simulated the CI photon echo sig-
nals �kI=−k1+k2+k3� for a porphyrin dimer calculated to
first order in k. By taking a linear superposition of CI tensor
components we amplified these cross peaks and eliminated
the diagonal peaks P1, P5, and P9. Linear combinations of CI
tensor components are required for the elimination/
amplification of various peaks. Polarization-controlled
experiments19,20 may be designed to directly search for and
measure the optimized linear combinations rather than mea-
suring each component separately followed by data process-
ing, as done here. The nonchiral tensor components of the
response function do not achieve a similar degree of control.
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